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By Erin Duffy

HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 200 x 130 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The Devil Wears Prada meets Wall Street in this fast-paced,
hilarious odyssey in four-inch heels. Whilst some bankers take 15 minutes to agree on a font size for
a presentation, Alex Gerrett discovers that it takes her only one minute to lose her new bank
$93,000 on her first trade. Welcome to the world of finance. Being at the bottom of the corporate
ladder in one of Wall street s biggest powerhouses is like having landed in a giant adult playground
for new-girl-on-the-block Alex. As a child she witnessed the glamour of the money-making machine
via her banker dad. Now, she has survived the do-you-squeeze-the-toothpaste-from-the-bottom-
or-the-top? question in the interview and is heading for The City. Her Watch Out Wall Street, Here I
Come attitude is soon punctured by her status as the one with the folding chair instead of a desk.
She has a lot to learn, for example: * A $65 limo ride is a completely acceptable way to travel ten
blocks.* .or five blocks if it s raining. *Knowing maths is important - but nowhere near as important
as...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldridge Reilly-- Eldridge Reilly

It is great and fantastic. I have go through and i am sure that i will likely to study again once again later on. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Tad Stanton Sr.-- Tad Stanton Sr.
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